Daily Schedule - Monday 31st August
Focus children:

9.30am Class Zoom Session

Reading

Find your reading group text and task under the “Classwork” tab in
Google Classroom.
You must complete the following 3 things:
1. Read the text your teacher has set
2. Complete the task your teacher has set
3. Record your voice reading a page of the text. Post the voice
note in your digital Reader’s Notebook!
You have today and tomorrow to complete the above 3 things. If you do not know how to record your
voice and paste into your Digital Reader’s Notebook then W
 ATCH THIS VIDEO
.
When you have finished that, please complete 20 mins of Lexia.
Optional Learning Platforms:
➔ Freerice
➔ Lexiaor 
PowerUp
Teacher’s email for Lexia: lyndhurst.ps@edumail.vic.gov.au

Maths

Complete the Mental Maths questions for Monday. Skip the ones you
don’t know or look it up on Google! You will share the answers on
Zoom tomorrow.

Learning intention: We are learning about division
Last week’s success criteria:

This week’s success criteria

1. I understand division language (divided by,
share, group, each, divide, divisor, quotient)
2. I understand the connection between
division and multiplication (inverse)
3. I can make fact families using
multiplication and division
4. I can use my knowledge of timestables to
figure out division equations

1. I can identify and match equivalent
multiplication and division facts (using
knowledge of fact families)
2. I can use the halving and doubling strategy
to solve division equations
3. I can use my understanding of division to
solve worded problems

Today’s task: matching equivalent multiplication and division facts
Watch this videoof Ms MacGregor explaining what equivalent multiplication and division facts means.
Then, choose your level of difficulty (1 star, 2 stars or 3 stars) from the worksheets and match the
multiplication fact to the equal division fact. Remember what you learnt about fact families last week
when you are completing this!
WEEKLY EXTENSION: Begin work on the weekly division worded problems
Optional Maths Learning Platforms:
➔ Prodigy
➔ Study Ladder

Inquiry Project

Snack

Build your treehouse design in Minecraft!
Today you are to build your treehouse in Minecraft. Have your design
from Friday next to you so that you are trying to copy that design
from the paper to Minecraft.
Remember you need to know where the angles in your design are and
what types of angles you have included.
When you have finished, take screenshots of your treehouse as you
will hand this in to your Inquiry assignment this Thursday.

Specialist

Lunch

Refer to your Google Classroom stream for the assignment from one of your Specialist teachers.

